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All-Sports Rally Tonight
Holors Sparta Athletes
In the Morris Dailey auditorium at 7:30 o’clock tonight the AllSports rally, emceed by Dave Woods, will honor football player Bob
Amaral, introduced by Coach Bob Bremen; basketball player Lee Jensen, introduced by Coach Walt McPherson; and baseball*, Clarence
Camara, introduced by Coach Walt Williams.
Walt Burnett or Lang Stanley*
will be introduced by Coach Bud
Winter; swimming star Bill Finch,
introduced by Coach Charlie Walker; golfer Ken Venturi, introduced
by Coach McPherson.
Gymnast Irvin Faris, will be
Introduced by Coach Hugh Mumby; wrestler Richard Francis. introduced by Coach Murnby; boxer
Mike Guerrero, introduced by
Acting Coach Chuck Adkins; tennis player Butch Krikorian, introduced by Coach Mumby: judo;

teams To Attend
Pushcart drivers and pushers
are requested -Ito attend tomorrow night’s All Sports rally Si
Morris Daily auditorium. They
will be Introduced to the student body, according to Don
Pryor, Pushcart Relay publicist.
ist Lyle Hunt, introduced by
Coach Yosh Uchida; and skier
Ken Kaneda, introduced by Coach
Gene Menges.
After recognition of theme
sports stars, the Associated
Men’s Students will make an
"athietc.st that quarter" award.
Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, chairman of the Division of Physical
Education and Recreation, will
give a brief address on ’The Future Athletic Program at San
Jose State College."
Eighteen Ugly Man contestants will display their physiognomies for the audience’s appro% al.
Queen Pat Burrows, who will
preside over the Lambda Chi
Alpha Pushcart relaya, will make
an appearance with attendants
Pat Doherty. and Robin Wnrzburg.
The girls will be followed on
stage by drivers and pushers of
entries in the relays.
BM Same, one-legged gymnast, will do a balancing set,
&misted by Delores Mathias,
sad Patsy Llefrinek.
After the introduction of next
year’s sofig girls. and cheerleadens, the rally will conclude with
the singing of the Spartan hymn.

Surveys. Taken
Among Greek
Organizations

Student Gets
West Point
Appointment
Bob Baker, sophomore aeronautics major, has received an appointment to the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y. from
Senator Herman Welker of Idaho,
he announced yesterday.
Baker will begin classes at the
academy Jtaly 7. He plans to follow a military career.
He took the entrance examination to West Point in March at
San Francisco, having previously
pissed the competitive examination for Sen. Welker’s appointment.
"I have had the ambition to
enter the military academy for
some time, and it was finally
realized this year," stated Baker.

Twenty Seven
Pushcarts Are
Vying in Race
Twenty-seven carts of assorted
sizes eel makes are set to compete in Friday’s gala Pushcart
lays, it was announced today.
The entry list includes Alpha Tau
, last year’s winner.
The route to be followed has not
been ,changed, according to Don
Pryor, event publicist. The carts
and their costumed pushers will
shove off at Saq Fernando and
Ninth streets. They will proceed
down Ninth street to San Antonio,
then to Eighth street on San Antonio, and finally down Eighth
street to the finish line at Eighth
and San Carlos streets.
First, second, an4 third place
trophies for speed and showing
will be made at the judging
stand immediately after the Relays are concluded. The trophy
for the most original cart will
be awarded that evening at the
Relays Romp dance in the
Women’s gym, Pryor said. A
combo will provide music.
Newman club. Student Y, and
Spartan Oriocci are entered in
the, packed field, in addition .
24 sororities and fraternities. Each
cart has six pushers, and a driver.
The Social Affair,’ committee will give a bean feed after
the Relays are completed. Site
Is the Women’s gym.
Prior to the Relays. at 1:30
p.m., there will be a luncheon
for the ’Relay judges, Queen Pat
Burrows, and her -two attendants at the Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity house.
Miss Burrows was crowned
Crescent Queen last Saturday
night at the fraternity’s Spring
Formal dance.
s

Sy DOROTH‘L WILLIAMS
The college sympisany orchestra dosed its 1952-53 season last
night with en impressive concert presented to a warmly-responsive
capacity audience in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The orchestra, conducted by Dr. Lyle Downey, opened the cow
cart with "Overture to ’Don Giovanni by Mozart, The piece was

Professor
ssmg;
Search on
ir

An all -points bulletin has been
issued by the San Jose police in
an attempt to locate Carleton
Smyth, assistant professor of Journalism, who disappeared Saturday.
He last wasaces Saturday night
at a,combination welcome home
barbecsurefor
r
Major Charles Kapning assistant professor
of journalism, and a farewell par.
ty for Smyth who is leaving the
staff. The party was given by the
division of Jourritiliar and Pollee.
President and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist and Dean and Mrs. )’red
HarcWroad were among the guests.
Smyth had his own car, and left
the party alone about 9:30 p.m.
He was reporttel missing by Dr.
Dwight Bentel4 chairman of the
Journalism department when he
failed to appear for classes Monday.
As the Spartan Daily went to
press, the police reported that efforts to locate Smyth had not as
yet been successful, and that the
search is being continued.

Levin Takes Lead
In Ugly Man Vote
The boa scoce in the Ugly Man
contest showel that Bucky Levin.
Kappa KapparGamma-Sigma Nu
entry, has paroled George Coakley.
Coakley is
yesterday’s leader.
sponsored by Delta Upsilon.
Others in the running are: Fred
Postal, Tom Brown, Mary Scarper, Joseph Azatioui, Al Bache.
Chuck Abramson,’ Seymour Abrahams, and Byron Bollinger.
Voting in the Ugly Man contest
will close at noon on Monday, according to Chuck Wing. Rally
committee chairman

Printing Bids .0
Plans
Aws Banquet Considered by Recognition
lisaggnitiest ennunit tee
will
Rese rvauon
Council Today
Deadline Here
The
meet today at 11:24 p.m. is
the student Union to outlay
plans and assign denim for the
auntie& recogeitioa Issue of the
Spartan Deity, according to
John Attic, AMB president.
--

,

AVvs
the
Reservations
for
Recognition banquet must be made
in the Dean of Women’s office
today before the 5 p.m. deadline,
according to Carol Larson, AWS
president.
An evening designed to honor
An opinion survey of whether and recognize the weanen on camor not competitive aspects of pus who have made this year’s
campus activities are too numer- activities Program successful will
ous was conducted among all be the year’s last AWS-spansored
Greek social organizations Monday event.
by the college administration.
Recognition of the 100 most
The survey, resulting from com- active women on campus, Instalplaints of Greek organization lation of the 1953-54 AWS officers,
members over the multiplicity of announcement of the new Black
competitive events in which par- Masque members and introducticipatioa was viktectell by all ten of the Spartan Spears have
requested been scheduled for the benquet.
Greek. orgaaLtations,
the groups to indicate by a yes or
Mrs. Stanley Hens, wife of the
no ,vote whether or not sone of dean of men, will be the guest
should
be
aspects
the competitive
speaker at the annual affair which
continued. =ly 1500 talL will be held tomorrow at li p.m.
lots were
In the Women’s deb at 75 5. Ilth
agents which street
lift 0
Thecostgli
.
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are ’
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Bids from firms for printing
of the student orientation handbook for fall quarter will be considered at the Student Council
meeting this afternoon.
Five printing firms have submitted bids,
The
booklet
replaces
the
Campus Compass booklet sent to
incoming freshmen to previous
years.
The meeting will, be held in the
Student Union starting at 3:30
o’clock, according to ASB president John Aitkerr.Rally committee officers will
Russia failed
LONDON tUP i
be up for Student Castel ap- I
the Dist test of tate sincerity of
proval. Jerry Ball was
by the committee as neerld
years the Soviet ’peace" offensive yesrefusing o resume conI Imlay
chairmen.
sue papaw and Dee Oak- versations on the Austrian Peace
lea mg be yougsgseg by sea !Orgy.
afters% ttesik!ms caset raw
I
Home Approves Sill
}slam
UP
The
WASHINGTON
Freshman Camv committee
yesterday approved an aprequest that insurance be taken Home
propriation bill of $1.980.706.461
out to protect participants in the
for the Labor and the Health.
camp’s activities.
Education and Welfare depart -

smoothly and competently done.
It gave indication of the performances to follow.
Patrick Daugherty. tenor moires,.
sang "Cha Gelid’ Martina" from
"La Bohnne." His presentation
held the audience in silent interest
and admiration for Daugherty’s
voice, confident delivery and mu.
ideal ability.
Janice Ctrlaridar was vitals
soloist for the orcliestra’s presentation of "Cosieerts tor Venlig’
sad Oreisestra" by Tichsdhensky. Mies Callender met Mar
eluilieare of the stierkin pier,
with both confidence and sadity.
The concert was concluded with
Anton Dvorak’s "Carom’s]. Op.
92."
The audience demonstrated its
appreciation of the fine performances with repeated curtain calls
for the soloists and Conducter
Dr. Downey.

College Duties
Stressed By
S.1 President
The great need for fraternities
on campus to raise their scholastic standings was stressed by President John T. Wahlquist in an address to fraternity presidents and advisers Monday night.
Ha realized that f ra term! le.
have a defininte place and value
on a college campus. Dr. Waikiki’s/
said, but they Manartietrer terltet
that they are on the campus
through the permission of the college. Duty tc the college must
precede duty to the fraternity ,he
said.
Dr. Dwight Bentel spoke an the
growth of San Jose State college,
and Garfield Wilson of the um.
versity of California spoke on tin
values of fraternities.

Variety Show
Is Called Off
The l’nivers0 of ()reran ye.
riety show which arts scheduled
for Friday evening has been can.
celled because fat. members of
the troupe became dl,, Chuck
Wing, chairman of the Rally committee. announced yesterday.
According to Wing. the Bear
Feed which is scheduled for !
o’clock Pride) afternoon will b,
extended, and the dance will begin at 9 o’clock.

United Press Roundup

d
Re s Flunk First
Test of Sincerity
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to
represent
th,
government
French at the forthcoming 01i
Three talks in Bermuda.
Preemie’s Parma
W ASHINGTON I UP
- Tia
clerk and the wergelint-atairaro
at the House were under subpony" yesterday to appear Thurs.
grand jura Inver:dandier
day in
of alleged fradulent offise maul’
practices of Rep. Ernest K. Brain
lett I ReCal if. .

Make Atom Power
Republicans defeated a DemoDeadline for the payinont gda cratic move to add $Z5.000.000 for
MEV,’ YORK UP North Amet
lean Aviation, incorpor(ted. an
$3 balance due an yearbodita is hospital construction.
flounced yesterday it Ms desire-,
May 29, according to Jim Cotteell,
New Illevonameat
; an atomic power generator an,
publietty ntanager. This liaolenantreedy to build a pilot plant tr
PARIS f UP I
Paul Reynaud,
aunt is for those who have re- last premier bt4ore the fall of "demonstrate and study the pro.
ra
served La Torres with Wdeposit Frame in IOW. announced yester- ductless of electrical power for In
day he "meld try to form a new ’Mistrial and domestic ones."
he ingiained
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Recipe for Fen
Take the Lambda Chi Alpha Pushcart Relays, as the basic ingredient. Add to it an all -college bean feed. Stir in the spice of an Ugly
Man contest. Top it off with an open ASB dance.
The finished product: a firsf -classactivities weekend for students,.
the type of weekend that ties a colleg) student body together.
We have this activity -laden weekend because +he Rally confrniffee
didn’t sit back and rest on its laurels at the conclusion of football season. Thanks go to Chuck Wing and his hard working crew.
This whole weekend reminds us of a weekend of fun and frolic that
Jsed to engross the campus annually. That weekend now is deceased.
"vlay if rest in peace.
Death came to that previous weekend because a line wasn’t
drawn on the type and extent of student frolicking. Each successive
year topped the previous one.
Each year the LCA Relays get "bigger and better" than the
year before.
This whole weekend is a wonderful idea arid will do a lot of good
for the ASS and college.
Don’t lort osier -enthusiasm defeat the purpose of rhos* activities.

The annual dinner for graduating seniors of the Home Economies department will take place tonight in the dining room cafeteria
It 6:30 o’clock. The formal dinner
La being given by the Home Eco nornlm faculty, according to Dr.
Margaret Jones, department head.
Special guests will be Dean and
Mrs. Fred F. Harcieroad, Dr. Heber Sotzi.,. head of the Industrial
Arts division; E. S. Thompson.
college .business manager; Mrs.
Aerie, Berry , president of the Bay
Section_ California Home E conomics association; and Mrs. Dorothy
Schnell, chief of the State Bureau
of Homemaking Education at Sacramento. Mrs. Schnell will be the
guest speaker.

Gift Shop Job
Talks Today
The Placement office announced
Yesterday that they will conduct
interviews toda; for women students interested in working in a
gift shop on Redwood highway during the summer.
Mrs. Ray Thompson, operator of
the shop, will he in the Placement
office during the day to talk to
women business or merchandising
majors about the job. Along with
a definite salary, Mrs. ’Thompson
eters cabins with kitchen facilities for two girls as part compensation.
The gift shop is located at Re qua on the Redwood highway, U.S.
Route 101. Interview appointments may be made in the Placement office, Room 100.

%It all -day aClis it
ehertulv of dno, and etening if they miss the
voiles ball. swimming, ping ;song cactrvan, he added
Ttekks for the frolic may
and (Diming in the es citing will be
purehufted during this week
.fri.,e-e41 tip t he MOM he I’S of the
in the Outer Quad, according
troahroan class and their guests
itt seituittat
a t I hi, FreShrrlarl to hank Kamp, nevtly-elected
Fr
College."
,
"Betty Coed" title-winner Trish
The site for the plat -day will
Meters says that dress for the
be Adobe Creek lodge and the all -day outing should be casual
admission price has been redo. iii and suitable for the activities and
III 90 rent,. according to 11111
the dancing in the evening Drs K ennedy, ft/talisman clam presilog rooms are available for those
dent,
who wish to go in swimming.
Last night, the Freshman
1.,itiches can either be purchased
Clam council accompanied by
at the buige. or may he brought
1,% the students at balding the other members of the freshman
clam bolted the rain and cold
Altair
and tient ahead with plans to
A car carat an all !eat, the that the thing groups. They In st,,thtnt rillork at It am and t rodtwed the winners of the
fransportation will be asailabli,. Joe College and Betty Coed"
Kennet]) said nuests and fresh - contest and extended a personal
T11,11 may Join the party at Adobe
Int Hatton to all freshmen to
(-leek _lodge anytime during the Collie to the frolic, said Kennedy.
-

A

S To Hold
Last Meeting
II’

-

Ths’ , last regular meeting of the
AWS to be presided over by the
1952-53 officers will be held today in Room 24. at 3:30 p.m.. ac cording to Carol Larson. AWS
president.
A talk by Mrs Helen Andres. ex national president of Kappa Kappa Gamma, will be featured at the
meeting. The subject will be "How
to get the most out ’of college
life."

-

All teacher training candidates
and education majors are invited
to attend a panel discussion tomorrow, presented by the California Student Teachers’ association. The program will be held in
the Little Theater beginning at
3:30 p.m.
Guest speakers will be Wilbert
Klamm, principalpf Horace Cure ton school and Mrs. .Grace Rowe,
associate professor of education
here. Topic of discussion will be
the values and benefits of belonging to CSTA while attending college. The guest speakers also will
tell of the important field of education and what it has to offer.
A business meeting will be conducted at the conclusion of the
panel, according to Clyde Williamson, GSTA president.

Kappa Delta Pi
Meeting
Honorary Business Plans
Group Initiates
Pi Omega Pi. honorary business
education fraternity. recently initiated six new members into the
organization.
The new members are Barbarai
J. Buckalew, Sidney Davidson.
Dulce V. Grigg, Lionel B. ’Goularte and faculty members John P.
Hofer. instructor in business, and
Dr. Charles L. Suffield, professor
of business.

Kappa Delta Pi, honorary national education society, will hold
its final meeting tomorrow at 3:30
p.m. in Room Al to elect officers.
Next year’s program will he
discussed at the meeting, and final
plans will be made for an installation desseit to be held Tuesday.
The installation will be at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Union, cochairmen are Lois Beery and
Beatrice Bond.

Phelan Prizes
Given Winners

Officers elected to serve for
the fall quarter %sere Helen Maier,
president; Nora Nam% vice president; Barbara Buckalew, recordPrize money will be awarded
ing secretary. Joan Pranca, corresponding secretary; Lionel Gou- to Phelan contest winners tomorbarb% treasurer: and Sidney David- row at a barbecue at the home
New officers of the Occupational
of Dick Frost, according to Dr.
son, historian.
Therapy club were installed at the
Raymond Barry, head of the Enannual spring picnic at Alum Rock
glish department.’
pails May 21. according to Nan
The barbecue will start at 5:30
Granewich, vice president.
p.m., at 1470 Walnut Grove aveFollowing the dinner and aetki.
nue.
ties, Barbara Yakim, out -going
president, presented the new officers. Roma Jerabek, president:
%Vashington ’up,
Counsel
NINA Granewich, vice president:
for Julius and Ethel Rosenberg,
and Kay Zimmerman, secretary - condemned
atomic spies, yestertreasurer.
day asked Chief Justice Fred M.
Serving on the entertainment Vinson to
stay their execution so
committee were Vic Harris, Donna a
"TITANIC"
fourth appeal can be made to the
Harkelroad and Lail Hawk. ShirClifton Wbb, Barbara Stantryck
ley Austin and Della McMillan Supreme Court.

Spies Plan
Fourth Appeal

SHOW SLATE

California:

handled the publicity.

FOR SALE
1950 Buick
Immaculate, mech. perfect, new tires,
R. and H. $1495 for quick sale.
Call AX 6-7376.
Expert typing done in my: home.
Call CT 2-4707.
Two academic gowns, sizes 13
and 18. $10 each; a size 7 cap for
$2; and a San Jose State B.A.
hood for $3. See Barbara Wood at
the Circulation desk in the Library. Phone: 321.
[Indic %V Ilohnon. of the Red
A farewell party tonight and
Ford ’36 t’oupe, lowered, moldCross personnel sirvice staff, will , beach outing Friday will conclude
ed. good condition. Best offer,
be in the Phieement office Tuesthe International Students organi- RE 6-3256. 20409 Crescent drive,
day trnm 9 A.m. to 3 lekm. to In- i
Sunny.. ale.
ter-stew 1st udente interested in field ration’s activities for this year. pc- I
WANTED
John presiding Red (’roes services cording to St Nownejad. ISO presiti
the military at home and dent.
Ride to Visalia. Friday, May 29.
The party tonight will begin at after 5 pan. Call CY 2-1330.
Placement office resealed 7 30 p.m. in the Student
.
FOR RENV
Union.
I
t they will break a long-time Social dancing, entertainment,
and
Two large, doable, newly dec;
-talent by allowing the Ameri- refreshments will highlight the,
orated rooms. Your own kitchen,
can Red Crams to conduct job in- i’sening. All students
are invited. bath and study. Asailable for
tiersiews during dead week.
Nownejad said.
summer and fall quarters. REA
Dr.
Verona
A.
Owellette,
On Friday, ISO membersand SONABLE.
Make
resets ations
racement nMcor, said that in their guests, as
well as any other now. 347 S. 12th street, after 5
lb.% Of Its.. One record of the students who
wish to go, will jour- p.m.
Cram he felt that the ex- ney to Santa Cruz
for an afterFear nom furnished house, wall
ing’ should be made,
noon In the sun. Cars will leave to
wall carpeting. Twin bedo,
ohs. being offered and start- from in front of
the
Student
iisted
fences, yard, laundry fac., garage.
i
salaries include assistant field Union at 3 o’clock,
and transpor- Close in.
Prefer working girls. $90
,
tors, women $325 per month; tation will
be furnished, Nownertreation workers, worsen, $244 jad said. Students should bring month. CT 4-017’2.
per month; senior case a Melt, their own food,
Rummer workers: Here is the
he added.
smomen. $1111 per month; junior
Ideal location for students. Two
eve aides,. $230 per month: ree
blocks from the American Can
ration aides, women. $230 per
company. $20
month, kitchen
nliwith; and annuitant field direc.
June 5 has been set as the dead- privileges, cooperative between
tgr, men, $325 per month.
line for Korean veterans to sign students. You are on your own.
details pertaining to ’monthly attendance reports, Mrs. Home i* completely furnished.
t se lobs are available in the Masako Hane, admissions office Phone CT 2-9848. 905 SY Eighth
Placement
clerk, said yesterday’,
cement office, Room 100.
street.

ets Report

to
are free5eni114’

Therapy Club
Holds Outing

All-Day Frolic Offers
Ping Pong, Swimming

Two Parties
Interviewers
-Seek Workers ’Mark Closing
For Red Cross Of ISO Year

Juniors sophomore*, freshmen. sad graduate students may
purchase bids to the Senior bali.
in the Graduate Manager’ office
thin week. The price of the
June 3 dance bid Is U.
Seniors may pick up tickets
between June 1 and 3 %hen they
pick up Senior Week Activities’
,

nyna-flow.

The Rosenbergs were sentenced
to the Sing Sing prison electric
chair more than two years ago
for slipping atomic secrets to Russia.
New York attorneys Emanuel
H. Bloch and John F. Finerty
asked that
the execution be
j stayed until June 9
the last
’day for filing a re -hearing petition.

"FORT VENGEANCE"
Jamas Craig

United Artists:
"ABIOTT & COSTELLO
GO TO MARS"
Smond Great Foahos
"COLUMN SOUTH"
Audis Murphy, Joan Evans

El Rancho Drive-in
**THE STAR"
BETTY DAVIS
"UNDER THE RED SEA"

Mayfair:
"MY FOOLISH HURT" ’
SUSAN f4AYWARD
111JE MADALtNE

Saratoga*
-nss svaguass
NOW Studio

ONES"

Jean Cocteau’s
Lem* hoods Prosidaticat

Th"fre
CY 2-4776
Jeweils. Jaws, Leensem Orovir
THE
AIAMEDA
AT HESTER

344111
BLANCHE THEIOS4

DOROTHY KIRSTEN

ARIAS
Vadi a Giubba
Ca kat. Aid.
La Donna Mobile
CialeMor
Naral Mote
1CAPPr;
Gelid, Merlins
As. Nigeria

"THE GREAT CARUSO’
MARIO LAMA

ANN SIXTH

_
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King Neptune’s Bride
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If Tom Hall and Herb Vargas, hashers at the Chi Omega sorority
house, seem to have taken on "high-born" airs its because the young
women of the sorority conferred upon them the honor of Chi Omega
Knighthood in appreciation of the fine work the men have performed
for the chapter house. The initiation ceremonies took place at a
barbecue it Oak Deli Park honoring the parents of the women. Dr.
G. A. McCallum, one of the original Chi Omega Knights. officiated at
the ceremonies, Annie Arnold, with the aid of the Winter plecke
class, was in charge of refreshments for the day.
The CM Ws have been quite busy. Recently they were hostesses
at a card party attended by representative* of the campus sororities
pledge classes. Monday evening the seniors polled their sneak and
enjoyed a barbecue dinner at Atom Bock park. Last week the
graduating seniors were honored by the alumnae association at an
outdoor barbecue at the home of one of the alums. The girls were entertained by the DullskullsBarbara Holler, Joan DIC’ristinsi
Norma Johnson, and Carol Frewaldt.
Party -Time
Theta Chis and their dates enjoyed an afternoon of swimming and
a barbecue dinner at The home of Don McPherson in Santa Cruz recently. The Sunday of fun is an annual affair for the Theta Chic
;
Sixty couples dined and danced to the music of Joe Daly and his.’
orchestra at Use Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity Annual Spring pledge
dance at Brookdale Lodge. Tom Wilberdiag was social chairman for
the affair.
Delta Gamma actives and their dates weren’t daunted by the rain’
Sunday. They enjoyed a steak barbecue at the sorority house any-way!!
The ATO’s had their annual DAAM Day Sunday at Adobe Creekl
Lodge. The picnic is in honor of the men’s dads, alums, actiees, and
mothers. Steak dinner topped the menu’.
Honored Guests
.
I
Members of Alpha Omicron Pi entertained Dr. and.atirs. Jame*,
C. DeVoss with a dinner at the sorority house Wednesday evening.
1
Sneaks
Jim Rio* found himself in Reno after the ATO pledges, Rick
Sherman, Frank Harvey, Stan Callon, Vern Boyer, and Bob Shehtarian
pulled their sneak Monday evening. All returned safe apd sound
TtKaday.
The Quietus Phis were without dinner recently when the seniors
took their annual sneak and the food and had a picnic at Stevens
Creek.

11
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111*
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Colre-Winklebieck
Sharon Winklebleelc passed ’the
traditional box of chocolates ce
her Gamma Phi Beta sorority sisters at a recent meeting to announce her engagement to Jim
Coles of Santa Clara University’.
Ross-Makley
Marilyn A. Hinkley ,T4ealeri
her engagement to Airman Third
Class Sigrdcl C. Ross when she
passed a box of candy at a meeting of the Bibliophiles Library
chat:I.’ Marilyn is president of the
lionization.
A graduate of Fresno State
coLkge, Marilyn is doing post grog
state work here in the library
science (.4.pai tment.
The is Me
daughter of the M. A. Hinkley:a
of Fresno’,
Ross, th; son o( Mrs. Clare W._ .
Ross of San Jose, is stationed at
:Parks Air Force base. He is- a
graduate of the college and %vas
,affiliated with Theta Clii fraternity and Alpha Delta Sigma. national advertisin fraternity.

You handle the rest.

SAND’S 1111ACAILTLICY. rekeseuting the pledge class of kappa Alpha
Theta sorority. was chosen King Neptune’s Bride FridaN r%ciLitig at
the annual Sailor’s Ball, sponsored 11) the nwrohers of Delta Sigma
photo by Eastman --"‘
Phi fraternity.

S

Kappa Tau Names Officers;
Chooses Outstanding Member Sandy Macauley Reigns
over DSP Sailors Ball .
Dave Leslie and Trim Jost were
Jim Nash senior business adre-elected president and treasurer ministgation major from San
Leandro, was named outictscidlag
respectively, of Kappa Tau framember of the current wheatternity this week.
year.
They will be aided by Glenn
Also honored at this week’s
Don meeting was Pat Reding. an invice president;
Garrison
Hibner, sectetary: Gordon Mc- active member now serving with
Reding visited
Lend. pledge master; Ton Beney; the U. S. Navy
the fraternity house whtle on a 15Do
ug
chief justice; Mary Slier and
day leave.
Hill, associate justices: Gil Simper,
Friday evening the members and
sergeant -at -arms; and Wayne Ab- their dates attended the second
bey, social chairman.
annual Spring formal at the
Outgoing officers are Al Chap- flatten room of the St. Francis
man, vice president: George Mol- betel. A pre-dance party was held
Bell, at the home of atne Standfield in
Nelson
secretary:
lison.
pledge master; Jones Davidson. San Francisco. During the evenchief juetice; Bud Hill, sergeant - Mg fraternity brothers and guests
at -arms; ’Ind :Gene Standfield, serenaded Nelson Bell and Gil
social chairman..
Shaper on their birthday anniver-

Baines.

FROI *SNACK
TO AlEAST

hetber you come in
"coffee-and" or a
complete dinner. you’ll

for

enjoy’every minute,
every

swallow, every

bite.

CHALET
CAFE
111 W. SAN CARLOS

Kemp Chosen As
New PiKA Prexv
Don Kemp was elected president of Pi Kappa Ala Monday
evening.
He will be assisted by Joe
Jimenez, vice president; Mal Leal,
treasurer: and Bob Cracolice and
Dave Redmond, co-hietoriarts.
Last weekend the local chapter
held a 48-hour memorial observasset. for their late national proddent. Harvey T. Newell, who was
killed In a plasse crash May 17.

Birth Announced
Mr. arid Mrs. Alvin Garcia of
West Spartan City became the
, parents of their fourth child Wednesday when Mrs. Garcia gave
birth to a son, Philip.
Garcia, who is an education
major at the college, also is Mayor
of the recently-formed West SparThe Garcia,
tan City OsUncil.
have daughter. Diane, and two
sons, Larry and Vince

’"

Sandy Macauley of Kappa Alpha Theta was chosen king Neptune’s Bride Friday evening at the Sailor’s Bali of Delta Sigma Phi.
’Miss Macautee was awarded the bride trophy which will be
kept by Kappa Alpha Theta for one year. Mary Scarper, president of
Delta Sigma Phi, was named the outstanding ective of the year and

Well take core of
your hair.’
LA ELEGANCIA
BARBER SHOP
fit w. sT. JOHN
Jo*

lied i

Fled Siemf

was presented the fraternity’s*
trophy for service rendered the
organization... Scarper presented
Miss Macauley with a lei of white
carnations
DSP’s and their dates, clad in
uniforms,
sailor
and
sarongs
danced to the music of Dennis
Dunne at the Oakland Yacht
club.
A South Sea island atmosphere
The celebration is sponsored by will dominate the Los Gatos home
the fraternity in honor
John Lincoln Friday afternoon
Neptune each year.
and evening when the men of
Sigma Nu and their dates gather
there for a swimming and bar-

Sarongs, Ukes
Set Theme at
Friday Party ,

of KiMig of

S-AEForni. idSaturday Eve

Members of Slema Alpha Ep- I
silon and their dates will dance to
the music of Jack Fisher and his
orchestra Saturday evening at the
fraternity’s annual Spring format
at
rs_ the California Gott club on the
Peninsula.
Highlight of the evening will be
serenade dedicated to couples
who are pinned or engaged.
Rod Wright is chairrhan for the
affair,
He is assisted by Jim
Austin.

becue party.

Sarong clad couples will dance
in the patio area to the music of
"Hilo" Berthiaume and his Sigma
Nu Square Uke Six
Afteraoosi activities will In elude swimming, volley ball and
badiaiitoi,
Ray Caruso, fraternity vice
president, is in charge of the affair.
Patrons for the gala Perla will
be Mr. and Mrs. Will Saunders
and Mr. and Mrs. Wesley grverson.
fraternity advisers.
Sunday a serious note will pre.
’van at the fraternity house when
the young men attend the First
Methodist church en mane in commemoration of the local chapter’s

Jordan Installed ,
As Newman Head isecond anniversary.
John Patrick Jordan was oftidally initiated
pries/dent iar
Newman club last week. He succeeds Sal Giarrunona.
Assisting Jordan will be Jo Ann
Sealetta, vice president: Shirley
Williams, secretary:, Barbara’
Hodge, recording and corresponding secretary: Rosemarie Bell.
treasurer;
and
Daniel Garay,
sergeant -a t -arms.
Ex-presiArnt
Giamrviona
was
presented with an inscribed gave
by Bob Helier, outgoing vice
president.

LEIN
eaA JUNO
99 WWII FIRST

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Special

=DINNER
Sive
Sided

Spaghetti well

Thersiey Special

MALIAN MOW ;
-

"There’,

fisisaii Relish

le+ WW1
ni

$1.00

SPECIAL SISCOUNT

-11 coming to
LYNDON HOTEL.. LOS SMOS

To ell Cleat
Sokol&
Omaha
Lodges radii% sta.
seders
4 S donee et mere.
ORDElt IN ADVANCE

SNIDER’S, DONUTS
POI Alwratios-Ase.

CY 44435

’
s

Open lhOO A.M. to 111.40 IP.M.74art. and

Sun. to

9..3q

175 SAN AUGUSTIN STREET
Dewestairs

CT 4-6041
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Odd Mystery
’Mademoiselle’ Guest Editor
Students, Children Prepares To Fly to New York Big Fish Story
RITA PATTERSON
hapAnd Parents Profit
biggest thrall my Ifs, and I stiN can’t believe
pening to me."
blue eyes twinkled excitedly as she spoke those
From Day Nursery Neva Ntsiscsn’s
For-the
this thrill of a Sfetime was mirrored on her face.
VI doesdas

SPA:STAN DAILY

ly Accent!

’There is a curious. rather repalsIte odor about the campus
this week.
The odor is ensittiag front the
riotites. Milo sad halr of MusteI science 2414’ shodeatis wise
are Hating theAcireat Maid ha
n Som. The promoting of
mos* *odium glutamate (nevem, he layman fermi frogs
..gar cam assiamoes is a pearestore whieb iseessearily--ohall
we sayis rather odorous.
Wialtnos ail $he faatory wilt
oadosittodly retain close persemi aseaseitimi el the visit Nag
after their empple paelempie
of Ameat am gime..
Fire DM
NEW HAVEN, Corm. (UPI
kiremen rushed with unusual haste
bthen an alarm was sounded from
litei 324. The box is located in
front of their training grounds.
Thre was .no fire

2 SIG HOLIDAY DANCES
Friday sod Saturday
May 29 and 30

DEL COURTNEY
in person
a nd

His Celebrated TV
Orchestra

May ’ZT 1953

,

"It’s Hue

in

cords, and

op.
Sy NANCY LAMS
,20-1ear.eid sophomore Engrisit major is about to embark on an
1
The smaliest students at San I portunsty sought by more than*
i
Jose State college are only about 700 girls throughout the
three famous New Yorkers whom
setatSdetinU
three feet taU! asked
and granted to only 20.
has
Neva
girls
,
ae1 ret
This is perfectly normal, how.
The cause of all the excitement ’ the
either E. W. White of
ever. because these students range Neva’s appointment to a month’s to meet
inin age from two to four years guest editorship with "biademoi-1 the New Yorker, Toby of the
old. They attend the nursery schoof erne" magazine in New York. , ternational fashion news service, or
headed by Miss Joyce Bolton. in- which offers her a chance to meet i moden, Job, Robert powers,
structor in home economics. The some of the most famous person- !
Her interview with one of these
school serves as a training course alines; in the fashion world. And,
will appear in the August
three
i
far kindergarten and general Pri- above all, a unique opportunity
mary; amides:tie economics.
to preview her future by working edition.
Her main problem in preparEveryttdieg in the nursery, both In her new for one of the nation’s
that
Inside and out, is in miniature, or foremost employers of "young I ing for the trip kas been
as Miss Bolton reported. -at the women with promise," is offered. of readying her wardrobe. "The
&imbue. !Milt is 40 pounds per
Ness’s eastward Journey bechild’s own level," Students in
person and that has to include
charge try not to direct the chil- elm Platurday, when she leaves
my whole wardrobe for a mouth
dren because the most important by plane for New York. "I’ve
la New Work," she sighed. "We
thing for the youngsters, to learn never flown before." Neva conwere told to expect any sort of
fessed. "and Ihre never bees out
is to get along with each other.
weather, so I have to be preThe 20 students who assist Miss of California. either."
She and most of the girls will pared for anything."
Bolton receive training not only in
To accomplish this fete, she
learning to be at ease with the stay at the Barbizon, a hotel for
"Mademoiselle’: has collected a working wardrobe
women.
children but in dietetics by plan- career
ning the meals. Each student is pays all expenses for tranaporta- that would do justice to the most
assigned a child to study and Hon, rent, meals, and tips, as well fashionable New Yorker.
In her suitcase will be two
visits that child’s home. A report as salary for the month’s work,
Her mamas will consist of five- dart cotton dresses that are cool
prepared by the student on the
child is read by the mother. The day weeks, the first two devoted and resist the New York grime.
nursery ’Is used for observation by almost entirely to editing the She is also taking a navy wool
other departments’ such as Art. magazine’s Ammon issue, sand- gabardine suit, and cocoa and
wished la with the day’s work strawberry linen suits. These will
Psychology and Speech.
Miss Bolton rePorted that each will be fashion shows, lunch- be dressed up with two white and
year parents are playing a bigger times, receptions, and other spins one coral pink blouse. A navy
part in the hursery, which was be. In the social whirl. "And they and green plaid taffeta dinner
gun In 1920. Musically talented poesta the dates for all m- dress, an ice blue satin formal,
parents often entertain the chil- aid activities!" Neva exclaimed. wool skirt and accompanying cash_
dren Parents also hold informal
First week on the job will fea- mere sweater, and black, red, and
conferences with the faculty to ture personal interviews with navy accessories complete her
discuss the chikl’s progress.
Betsy Blackwell, editor, and one of wonder -wardrobe.
"Of course I hope to buy a few
...scresessass,
things there." she added with a
feminine gleam in her eye.

Nolunot

Preface to a Term Paper, or,
Please Pass the No-Doz

These are the days that try men’s souls. The deadline is growing
neertho day when all class projects, notebooks and term papers
dIcalsupposed to be neatly typed up, stapled, and placed carefully on
the dm6 of professors all over the campus.
. Usually assignments are given In plenty of time, so that students
cast spend many. hours in the L1.11
COMING ONE MITE ONLY!

Saturday. Jun. 6
RUSS MORGAN
17 Stars
Music in the
McKim Mantic-

Cocoanut Grove
Santa Cruz Beach

its

and the eiolution of ttw
pojier is made smoothly and without tension But we all know that
that theory is as theoretical as
yoU can get. There always seems
to be something more important
to do, and when the last minute
comes. It is revolution, and not
that
produces term
eVolution,
papers.

’ when a 12-pound volume of "The
Nesting Habits of the Australian
Chipmonk" became dislodged from
an upper shelf and fell upon her
head_ She lay unconscious, lost on
the fifth level of the stacks, for
three hours before a lonesome philosophy major searching for an anthology of Freud’s works found
her and reported the incident.
The worst crisis, however,
The quarter proceeds rapidly.
came at about 3 a.m. Monday
until suddenly, It’s Friday, and
morning. The author was ty-pthe paper is due Monday. You
Mg furiously, lost In an asphyxremark the Reader’s Guido and
ia of Inspiration, when she disthe card catalogue with furious
covered that the typewriter rib*chitty during the few remainbon had broken three pages
ing hour, of [Abney time.
back. The remainder of the
Somehow you struggle through paper, from
page 52-A on, was
the writing of It. and find yourself laboriously written
by hand, is
eafrly, very early, Monda morning,
the manner of the ancient
sitting back with a sigh of re- Greeks and medieval
monks.
lief, the last page done. At this
Among t/fe author’s other welltime, don’t you sometimes feel known works, are a 130 -word es.
like . giving vent to all of your say on the subject, "Why I Like
*led emotions by Writing a pre- to Collect
Butterflies," a 3000late to your term paper? It would word term, paper on. "Shakespeare
be sometime like this:
as a Polo Player," and a letter
It was with much paisstakiag to Dr. Shmoehoplier explaining
rettearch, ieterince, sad heart- why she missed his class in adburn,
that this term paper vanced basket -weaving.
She is well -qualified to write
was complied and written. At
,.emisitneh
the going was rough, this paper. "A Study of Life in
the author N wide red If this valu- Lower Slobovia." having traveled
able work would Mee resell the. extensively in Los Angeles and
Santa Clara counties.
eyes of humanity.
Footnotes
There was a tittle when the
Friday afternoon, and all day
writer, only by fast taUdng.. es.
Saturday in the library.
coped being thrown out Of the
Stayed home Saturday and
Library for excessive noise resultSunday nights.
ing from the cracking of knuekios
It is impossible to concenand biting of fingernails.
trate without the aid of numThen there was the Instance
erous peanut butter and pickle
sandwiches
for
generating I
mental energy.
&Yank Hon
Humbly dedicated to Dr. Chatan
D. Crowchoke, without whose blue
icard this paper never would have
been written.

McDonald Tailor
31 E. SAN ANTONIO

SUITS
$39.50 and up
SLACKS
Also Alterations

The other night several students making their way home frorn
the Library were startled to see
several dark figures moving in
tight circles in the middle of the
campus lawn.
Thoughts of sabotage or a
mass break- out of Aenew Hashed
through the students minds
they observed the figth:es circling, giving out with a short Cr’,
then throwing themselves hod ii
to the ground. One of the students bravely volunteered In. approach the flash
light wielding figures to ask what
was up?
He returned to his puzzled
friends to tell them that the figures were only fishermen preparing for a trout fishing trip the
next morning. They had decided
the campus was a likely spot to
search for, of all things, worms

EXPERT
RECAPPING

Special Price
Discount to
Students

at reasonable prices

A.M. to 6 P.M. Daily
Wednesday and Thursday Evenings, 7 to 9 P.M.
Coiner of efts sad Santa Clara

Coffee and Donuts:
Complete Fainting, Too

DIERKS
371 WEST SAN CARLOS
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Open 10
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ARTISTS!

THE ART
DEPARTMENT

F

College Bowl
354 E. SANTA CLARA

’Gaslight’ Opens Friday; Debaters Get.
Pins Sunday
Features Drama, Ohos At

Wednesday, May 27, 1953
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The.= win

Nine Students
Vie Today for
Barbecue
re’f. "quad Ptr, ’’’’’ ’ Kaucher Prize

The award is given in the name
ot Dr. Dorothy Kaucher. profferThe Speech awl Drama department will be presenting one of I
, when "Under the Gestight" opens a sevensor of speech. Funds for the
41+1 longest
y night sn the Little Theater.
jay run
quarterly prize were raised by a
awarded
members
the group
The old-fashioned melodrama, complete with olios, is scheduled Sunday afternoon at the squad%
Nine oral reading students faulty reeding of -The Grass
annual barbecue at the home of
to run approximately three hours. Curtain time is 8:15 pan.
will
vie for the D. Ka uc her Harp," presented, May 15 and 16.
I. Lawrence Mouat, adviser.
Once a droputic actor’s vehiCle,*
Zntertabieseet ter the &fleet award in oral interlinetntilin today
..under the Clinillthr sis
Wiwi" for strident* aDd 75 worm gem*
comedy to modem
adnnasson. Tielona are on sale In ism will bacde a .deblite au at 330 p.m. in Room 8 of the
the reenelerity of vremes. Betel- poomee., gynt
et SO. 5111C0140
Jobs Mt" ainapslibit pesdfaMer
the 8121ech ’Ind 131.111M *Part’ Mg set the *meatiest allehe sexes
111110s a Wass lighloili
of drams, lift eingfatillitubsit.dta ’Dent "nee, 11K11W’L
will be flarsid Gareaa Alit am
maw nom Minhaisal, whillnitlk
hp 1in asoluit
trials sod tilatal=zt pee
Tyler, 4k4eadhag
pelmet
se NM
wad
ea assaurer wmard, wet
.
litesess#
east
mg Metres, and Mary Claughtill
MiS
. be thelissuft.
villeins ;MbA.IgMae1.
18111$ Ann
lairs ’be
Ise.
Reading will be Audrey Fleming,
lamb
The olio" 001....leatuee. sucls
IkveolNel
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher, professor "Spoon Rives_ Anthology:. Shitiey
pa ado tunes of the late nineof speech, and Dr. Hugh Gillis, Vernon, "Wars I Have Seen:" Don
te.enth century as "Listen to the
RE4IPHOLSYMINK
The third storytelling program head of the Speech and Drama de- Lo Presti, "Te Murder of Lidice:"
Mockingbird." "latzbe of an Ach- for kindergarten
James Crockrell, "Selections from
and primary
Reasonabie Cost
ing Heart," "Father Dear Father," children will be held today at 2:30 partment. will be guests.
Modern South American Poetry:"
’All That Glitters Is Not
On June 3 Joyce Reynolds and. Rose Marie Eskew, "The Waltz:"
A nd
Re-Styling
p.m, at the Delta Gamma house,
Gold
Eighth and Reed streets, accord- Marty Smith will debate with Turn Rogers, "Selections from OgFactory Methods
Faculty members and students ing to Dr. Dbrothy Kaucher, Harry Heffner and. Art Butler in den Nash:" Douglas Murray,
an
exhibition
match
Right Mehriek
at
8
p.m.
in
Lovesoog
of
3.
Alfred prufmcit....1
will execute the song and dance storytelling. instructor.
Room 84 of the Campbell high
routines.
MARTINOUS RUO &
Judges will be Frances GullTales will be told by Beverly school music building.
-Oh That We Two Were MayUPHOLSTERY CLEANERS
They will discuss the problem of land, associate profaner at eaulos" will be sang by Maurine Dark, Thelma Levinthal, Marya
Thompson, associate professor Lerwell, Carolyn Urenn and Ann "Earning a Living versus Learn- canoe; George Musts, professor
(Jim off So. Nro)
ing to Live." Bilk Tyler will serve of posit:sear seleate; sad Ruth
of musk, and J. Wendel/ Jahn- Bradley.
CV 44444
25 UNION ST.
as
chairman
and
the
winner
will
assiotast
professor
of
son, associate professor’ ’ of
During
the
week
members
of
be
decided
by
a
popular opinion
drama. ’
the class also will tell Stories at ballot.
Johnson designed the elaborate the Chandler Tripp School for
Heffner
and Butler wore
j settings. Eighteenth century cos- Crippled Children and the Pala ners of thearmatra Review ie.
tumes were created by Berneice school.
bate tournament The elan will
Frisk, associate professor of
take the affirmative
Participating in the special pro- the women. defending side seith
drama.
the seteach, .alive side.
Ronald Blood will play the hero, grams will be Eleanor
Lee Leidig,
Ray Trafford, and Donna Weger Norma Johnson.
will play the heroine, Laura Court. Marilyn Lind. Ann Bradley, Thelma Levinthal, Barbara Matney,
land.
Also In the cast are Richard Walter Symons and John Peterson.
R 1.4/0, Jerry Charlesbols, Jerry
Noon Friday is the deadline for
en, Gary ViTelker, Robert
entering the Speech and Drama
Lithe, Freak Weasiagen, Wayne
* 1515 SOUTH FIRST STREET
department’s annual stage design
Mitchell, Creagi Mash, Jack
contest, according to J. Wendell
Byers, Jae Le Roe, bait
,e
rreTnaV
Jim
Johnson, associate professor of
Risteardi, Gordon
edujunior
Anna
Bond,
Beatrice
Kendrick, Dave Nave, Fred
drama.
Drawings must be turned into
mire, Bill Nix, John Connolly, cation major from San Jose, is
Thorne Kinsey, Harold Garcia, the first winner of the $50 Nadine the Speech and Drama departHammond Public School Art ment office, Room 57.
Lewis Campbell.
Instruction blanks are available
Carolyn King, Mary Campbell, award.
,
Miss Bond received the award in the department office.
I Ruth Daugherty, Carolyn Miller,
Cleo Cebulla and Constance Mc- for her "outstanding work in the
I Lean, Ramona Puccinelli, Delores public school art class taught by
Heib, Barbara Almeida, Barbara John Devincenzi and for her qualRemekneyer,
Joan Reithe r, ities as a prospective teacher," acEleanore Floor, .Jerri Welch, and cording to the Department.
The award, given anonymously,
Leslie Groat.
411 Occo,
The play will run May 29-30, is named in honor of Mrs. Nadine
June 1-2 and 4-6 in the Little Hammond, chairman of the public
Theater. Admission is 50 cents school art course.

Rotplo’s &nobs Sibep:

Mira

-The

Charity Begins at Home
Good Eating Begins
here . . .

Design Contest

ENDIEZVOUS CAFE

Education Major
Wins Art Award

THE TIE RACK

is coming to

LYNDON HOTEL, LOS GATOS

Lit)ut only
time will tell...
I’M GOING 10 GET

A SOFT .12B FORTHE
SUMMER. LITTLE
WORK AND LOTS
OF DOUGH!

youiLL PROBABLY
COME BACK NEXT
FALL FAT
AND RICH !

HOW CAN THEY
TEL1. SO SOON?
HE MAY
DISCOVER.
THAT MONEY

Doeswr Row
ON TREES!

Qafy iime will
tell obouta summer
jobi And only.
time will fell about- a
cigarettei Take
your time...

est CAMELS’

4-30 days
4,0 Maar
andNAN
THEM MINT Mu A MASON WIT
Camel is America’s most popular
cigaretteleading all other brands
by billions! C.ansals have the two
things sasoisan want mostrich, full
flavor and cool, cool reiMeess
pack afar pack! Try Camels for 30
days and see bow mild, how ilavorful,
bow thorough* enjoyable they are
as your Needy smoke!

J. aorsails Worm Ca. Irtaar-abas,

More Peope Smoke CAM ELS than aw other cga eite

May
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Warren’s ’Never Spanked’ Girls Go To UCLA

Battle for Privacy

,
iTwo girls who were never occupation is Governor.
He and his wife didn’t believe
spanked
go
to
UCLA.
Male students at Swarthmore
They are Dorothy and Nina :in -slapping or hitting- their chilcoil.ge- Pa . once had the privilege
whose :..gal residence *.a .1ren.
Warren
of entertaining female students in
Sacramento, ’labile- ’ Yet these beautiful and charmstreet,
!,1.526
H
their dormitory rooms. This privi.
’.times called the Executive Man- ling daughters leave no intimation
lege loss recentb, been withdrawn, ! don.
!of their illustrous parentage. They
Fish aren f uolint critters they and tlwhole affair is causing a
The reason they has.. this ad- ,are apparently uncorrupted by the
make noise
’dress is their dad lives there. His fame that has attended them.
lot Of trouble
Human teengs. have learned that
’only rverntly. and now scientists
are trying to find out why they
ke ranges.

Quiet Critters?
o, Not Fish,
They’re Noisy

Both are products of Southern
California Ming, and personify
some of the advertisements relaring thereto. They are fair cornplexioned and lithe. "Dotty" is lel
and stands five-feet-six, while
"Honeybear" is two inches shorter
and two years younger.

The
bilge
an eni
The

A sinning example of the noisy
!hr playful porpoise. Not
rail:. does he click and clack when
b sv.iins fkih he mi hist ICS as well.

eRigharnitsightmlacith
tr:Irintsrtrciiie
-hit ter

Ant.:1% suspect the
.1,orpiii.. of cat i, lug on like thia
p. .rnplsmi la- can locate himself in
gelation to surrounding injects. A
etense, :IA if rine had to
v hist], fig lind out where to go No
doubt :xi: Poises just want attention.
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AIRCRAFT OBSIRVER

AIRCRAFT OHM..

to the bounee-back of the echo, IS
to run tests with blind animals If
they _s’Im without humping Intol
Itongre it. is likely they whistle. and
Hick for it purpotee, and art. not
mend) gossiping SG

Curfevi, flours on
Colorado Campus
Cause Troubles
Curfew hourvat the University
of Colenado emoted some trouble
last month
A 21 -year-old male
student was jailed after he had
11. -en (mind by the police in an upstate!’ riose.t of a Cnisersity hill
girl’s boarding hpuse
Ile had sought tefuge there after he waa seen helping his late’
ii 0g. (H. Out fire escape. Another
gitl in :mother dorm was caught
elle! she had called a friend to
nave her leave a %%illdoW open for
br

No action; hall yet been taken
neatest di 14,1 of the students. ae.
coitlitt.! to the Colorado Daily.
Neu lurk iinherstWit model
tron r.-s’.nhIt V41115 chosen tops
In the nation h) a poll of sports it Men.. Elated at the honor betivued upon them, the coach expressed hop. thatittl men nould
prove thrtstwelte worthy of the

kaiser.
-nve teion’s captain Fat Thumb
reeedtl) shot his jumbo 92
feet. 3:1 16 inches, a teat practicroli unheard or in marble circles.
Three thousand collie% of the
Jack,
student humor magazine
at Dartmouth, were stole-n, anti
the thlee
left
tilesallfuser the calllptia WHAM
herr to find the magazines.
The 161111111M pollee captain said
that -the person or persons responsible for placing a clue tillticr the college urc*Ifleat’ blotter oon’t be In ("liege long If
caught."
I

Comment In the North Texas
rfally .on the current spring
pi:wising/I in American rnlleges:
Whatmer the exeus., the riots do
Iriore damage to higher education
in two hours than research, ischpl.
treship, and good public relations
g in build up in 10 years."
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AIRCRAIAT OSSINtelt

The Brains of the Team
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Teamwork can work miracles. In a football game the man
who sparks these miracles is the quarterback. He’s the man
who calls the signals. There’s a man who calls the signals
for an Air Force flying team, too!
They call him an Aircraft Observer.

side and out, who keeps it fit for the skies and sees that It
stays there!
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Do YOU hays what It Nelms tit imicont ea Aircraft Observer?
It isn’t easy!It’s tough. You have to be a MAN to qualify
’as an Aircraft Observer. But when you are one, brother,
you’re somEitotiv! The success or failure of a mission involving over a million dollars worth of flieht equipment
depends on you.

TO BE QUALIFIED you must be single, a citizen, between 19
and 264 years old, have had at least 2 years of college and
be in tip top physical shape. If this describes you, then
YOU, too, can qualify. Today!

THE AIRCRAFT OBSERVER IS THE SOMEBODY WHO:
As Bombardment Officer, is number one man on a bombing
run, the man who controls the plane in the target area!
As .siarigorion Officer, is the pilot’s guiding hand on every
flight!
As Radar Gfficer, is master of a new science and operator
of the cleviCe that sees beyond human sight!
As Aircraft Performance Engineer Officer, is the one who
"keeps the plane flying", the man who knows his plane in-

YOU can accept a challenge like, this, you’ll take your
place beside the best you’ll find your future in the clouds!

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL GUI The world’s best training. Good
food and plenty of it. Uniforms, flight clothes, equipment.
Medical and dental care. Free insurance. Flight training in
Uncle Sam’s greatest aircraft.
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AND THEN, AFTER GRADUATION, you’ll win your silver
wings, and earn more than S5000 a year as an Air Force
Lieutenant. You’ll enjoy an adventurous, exciting career
with a hand-picked crew of real men. You’ll be THE BRAINS
OF THE TEAM, A TRIPLE THREAT MAN . . as a Bombardment Officer, as a Navigation Officer, as a Radar Officer, as
an Aircraft Performance Engineer.

THE SOONER YOU APPLY, THE SOONER YOU FLY1
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your nearest Air FOtet Base or Air Force Recruiting Officer. Or write to Director
of Training. Headquarters, USAF. Washington 2$, D.C., Attention: Aviation Cadet Branch. If you are
ie school iTiht has an Air POMP ROTC program, see your PrOfeasor of Air Science and Tactics.
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New Aircraft Obsereer Cadet Troining Classes Begin Every Two Weeks

Jose El
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ribe Reviews
Baseball
Season
PART
I

By RION WAGENBACH

The

San Jose Red Sam will have Municipal stadium to themes. Coach Waft Williams’ squad has deserted Spartan field and
longest baseball season in the history of San Jose State has COTO
0 an .nci.
The 1953 season has seen many
tacks and troubles, but it If
has produced if share otl glory
and entries for the record book.’
yiigh among these :felts site the
lter by lirtedftrian, the
Johnqy Oldt wins of
ham, the hitting splurge of Dick
Brad) and the steady fielding of
Cookie Camara, to mention a few.
The tram responded to %Mature call early In January, and
practice continued until the first
tuoteat with the Palo Alto Oaks
Feb. 2$. The sellii011* were blemedsith extrernelir ;good weather
which continued tatrougbout the
season. Not one gime was rained out during the entire schedule.
After the Spartans tied the
Oaks, 2-2, they dropped two ’quick
gantes to the Stanford Indians.
The Palo Alto delegation went on
to capture the Southern division
of the C.IBA. Dow Boehner led
the Raiders to their first win as
he humbled California, 5-4, in
Berkeley.
State met its cross-town rival,
Santa Clara, next and went down,
9-3, Then came the Southland tour
in which the Spartans lost to Cal
Poly, San Diego State and Marine
Recruit depot. State more than
made up for this by defeating
USC, UCLA and San Diego Amphibious training eommand.
The Raiders returned to Municipal stadium March 24 to
bow to the pro-laden Fort Ord
Wartiom
The next day Coach Williams’
men played host to the CIBA
champions, Oregon State. The locals led until the ninth frame
when the Beavers pushed across
BILL MUDDY All-Anteldesa
three runs.
San Jose State hit the win trail pole vaulter of 1952 and Spliftala
again as they defeated College of co -captain, hit the magical 14-ft.
Pacific in a doubleheader. Oldham mark recently at the Modesto
and Dick Penrose were credited Relays. He has been a consistent
with the two wins. Then came the 0:flat-maker and aided the SparFresno trip and the strong Bull- tans In getting second in the
dogs swept the
o-game series, NCAA meet last season.
5-0 and 5).2. Th,
t contest was
plwd before TOD fans.
The Spartans
their independent play
4 by downing USF. 10-3, Then followed
Bob Bronzan states that there
two wins over Alameda Naval
Air station and a double loss will be a football meeting in the
to ".in Francisco State. State Women’s gym at 7 o’clock tonight.
posted another win over USF, S.

Football Meeting

5-1, before College of Pacific reversed the earlier two losses
and handed Williams’ squad a
doubt.. setback, 10-9 and 3-4.
’ontinued tomorrow)

State Enters
Judo Tourney
The Pacific Coast judo tournament will be the next stop for the
San Jose State judoists who will
be nicpared to add more laurels
to their already impressive season , record.
Th- meet. scheduled to begin
Frid.. will be held in Loa AnDie, The L411 Angeles Invitational IS primarily competition between Southern and Northern California judo teams.
squads or "Dojos" as they are
commonly referred to. will be entered from Stockton. San. Francisco, Travis Air Force bust and San
Jose The two competitors from
this city are State. and the
San
Jose Fiuddhists.

Clunie, Carver
Given Chances
Dark -horses Kent Clunie and
Keith Carver stand chances of advancing further in the Biltch Krikorian All -College Tennis championships as they both meet members of this year’s varsity tennis
squad in their next matches.
Carver goes against Jack Capon.
The winner of the match will meet
Butch Krikorian in a seml-final
match, It will be the first match
of the tourney for Krikorian. Each
year the tourney is named after
a graduating senior on the tenni"
teain.
Clunie meets Don Straub in another semi-finals match. Clunie
has the only (we-handed forehand
shot in the tourney,
Jim Austin and Chsnie downed
Bob Bell and Harry Bruhn tboth
from the fresh tennis team) Sunday in a hard-fought do ub 1 e s
match, 6-4, 6-2.

Stanley Invited

Wednesday, May 27. 1953
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Standout Races
upRun by Spa. rtans

a I:5.6 half-ie tin. season,
Staid"’
Lajig
hiss
been
Wettedwh"aarie1"11
to participate
Is the Compt on lavitatioaal
meet June S. He will be
against the world’s greatest
middle-distance man ,Mal Whitfield, the NCAA. AAU and tubBy DOB BLOOM
time Olympic 880 meters champ
Coach Bud Waiter’s Spartan
who shares the world record of ispikesters posted some of the top
1:49.2.
lcollegiate times and heights fit
Ithe United States this past track
season.
Three athletes, La nez Stanley,
Walt Burnett and Bill Priddy rank
with the nation’s elite in their
respective events, Stanley’s 1:52.6
two-lap timing is fourth, Burnet t’s
21.2 furlong and 48.4 quarter-mile
, are listed eighth and Priddy’s 14 :loot %atilt at the Modesto Relays
makes him one of a half-dozen
"amateur- pole-pushers to accomplish this feat this year,
Stanley and Barartt will represent the Spartans in the NCAA meet In Nebraska in Jane.
Priddy tied for first bast year,
I but in ineligible is compete in
the ’53 championships.
Burnett and Don Cruikshank
.1both clocked 9.8’s in the century
1
I this season.’Cruiltahank also dash.
ed tcea 21.4 220-jakd dash timing.
Two other half.milent, Bill Ste. phens end Allen Dukti, turned in
l creditable times for .this race.
Both runners were timed in 1t57.0
:on numerous occasions. Dunn also
ran a 4.21.5 mile at the Modesto
Rela s
Paul Bowen turned In the asp
Spartan two-mile rate with
9:47_5 clocking. Gene Denny
leaped 6 ft. tin. In ter) meets to
lead the high jumping platoon.
Jon Braun and Jamie Vleteber
I posted 6 foot marks.
Herman’ Stokes iaas the best
long-jumper who reached the 23

foot mark, Denny hit 21 ft. 6 in.
Dick Stultz and John Slaughter
set marks of 49 ft. 3 in, and 47
ft. 6 in., respectively, in the shot
put ring. Ed Rill came through
with a 148 ft 2 in discus throw,
and Joe. Mulclowne
hit 143 ft. 4
in Alan Hugo clocked 154 and
25.2 hurdle times and. Paul Vuosale) (lag ft. 10 in., and Stan Dow&
ell (175 ft. 2 in.) were the -stands
Out javelinists. The mile relay
team clocked a 3:20.1.

BOWL FOR . . .

AMUSEMENT
of she Home of

SPARTAN BOWLERS

for sfailoofs
at all times

Spacial rates

We feature a full lin* of
Bowling Ball Bags and Shots
12

FRED "Duffy" PArVA., M.
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Open from 10 a.m.

TIME ON YOUR HANDS
Hare 6 as oppor4v4ify to start a
thriving community businets of your
ems. DinsHisel soh. Hours to wit
your convonianca.Wrifo Spartan Daily.
boa 202. San Jana SW* Collage.
444,11,41,

LANES

MEN’S PE CLAM.) HELD HERE

JOSE BOWL
i 72 W. SANTA CLARA
CYprissa 3.2657

v0.4v0
terviews Today
for
Pan American World Airways
4.

Intervieas are being held toils’, on campus for a flight
stewardess position with the Latin American Disision of Pan
American World Airwa. The inttrviews will be oyer at noon.
So rush to the Placement Office to aign for an inlet-lieu. More
than one person will be interviewed atra time.

Are You Qualified?
If you can par* the following cheek list then ,ois mai eligible
-se- qualifications.
for a flight stewardess position. Check the
1. United States citizen.

25 ’ears of age at
S’ 2":to V(" in height.

2. 21 to

time of employment.

4. Irht in proportion to height.
S. Single lot widowed, disorceil or *parried,.
6. High school graduate Ira years college desirable
7. The:abilits to swim.
Conserealliamil Lennie-Age and ’or training ire Spaniels
Sr Portuguese.

9: Meet

be able to pass a flight phijsical ruminating’
linylamiiesvintion 20:30 without glasses.

4

With no discrimination berme,’" ram, e4er. ereseel. or sea. a Night oh-warder
illeb1 as a hostess to -her paganism: gives infesanatisar arranges; and *me* Meals.,
and in general males the passengers comfortable. Sba preparre record.. sisal
documents: cheeks passengers% supplies, and baggage: and at all times is an
alert, gracious and intelligent representative of Pan American World Airwa.

"stein.
A flight stew ardesr must accept assignment,. or tranaferm to ans our present
bases such as Miami, New lork, New Orleans. Houston. or any future- base eity.
She must accept the liming conditions as -they exist along the Companv’s route*
throughout the Caribbean Iolanda, Mesieo. Central and South Amities, and
apect some personal ineomenienie from scheduling or operating condition.
preventing the room to lame base as schesliskel.
1-

t

is coming to
LYNIOON HOTEL, LOS GATOS

PAM AMMICAN

Sign Now for Interviews
at’ the Placement Office

I:PASTAN DAILY
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State Department
Test Announced

The U.S. Department of State! passports and visas and the derecently announced the annual ex- velopment of cultural and inforammation for appointments of mations! programs.
class SIX, foreign service officers.
The tests are open to graduating
seniors. In California. the examinations will be held in Los An’
Kele, and San Francisco.
Appointments are made in the
$4000 to $5000 per annum salary
AWN: Meet today at 4:30 p.m.
lenge following successful cornplena% of written, oral and pity,-. in Room 24. All women invited to
examinations. Candidates recognition banquet. Make reserICal
mat he at least 20 and under 31 stations by 5 p.m. today in Dean
cif Women’s office.
years of age as of July 1, 1953.
CPITA: Meeting in Little TheaDuties of foreign service officers include: negotiation with for- ter tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
eign officials, political reporting.
International Students organiseconomic reporting in such fields ation: Meet in Student Union toas tabor, finance, transportation day at 7:30 p.m.
and communications commercial
liopps Delta PI: Meet tomorrow
reporting and trade promotion, ag.
at 3:30 p.m. in Roam A-1.
of
issuance
reporting,
riculture
Fresh man (’amp eolueselers:
Meet tonight at 8 o’clock in Room
117.
Newman club: Meet tonight at
8 o’clock in Newman hall.
Moragattlas conssmittea: Meet in
at 3’
p.m.
Pan ’American World Airways Stlidast Union today
Atuilest V: Meet tonight at 6
system will hold interviews osi
eampui today from 9 sm. to 12, o’clock in Trinity Episcopal church
WA A: Volleyball meet at 8:30
noon for women students interested in becoming flight steward- o’clock tonight in Women’s gym.
Tennis, meet at 4 p.m
AtSeatials: All
Mingle %amen between 21 and
25 years of age are being sought. check mail bolus - Anident UnApplicants should have somek ion.

Airline Talks
To SJ Women;

training in Spanish or Portuguese,
be able to swim and have 20/30 vision.
Interested students may make
interview appointments in the
Platernent office, Room 100.

Prof Elected
( ; roup Officer
to henry C Meekel, assistant
peefessor of education, recently
eleeted secretary of the Bay,
Area Curriculum council for thei
r0171Ing
year
Thig -munch is composed of eli:--rueniary and secondary SliperViifol s. rtiOrdinatOrN, and administra.
ters interested in curriculum in
the elementary a nd secondary
held The group makes surveys of
the various problems in currieulum deselopment -and reports its
findings at the monthly meetings.
A large part of the council’s
time This year will tie devoted to
preparation for the national meeting of the American Society for
Curriculum Development to be
held lh Los Angeles next Febru-

AF Application
Date Extended
Deadline for seniors to apply
tor te*ning se weather officers
%%Oh uk usAr Air Weather Kers WV has been extended to Monday,
the Air Force announced yesterday
Successful applicants will he
rommuisioned as second
in the Air Force reserve.
Application forms for a direct
commission and weather training
are available by writing ’the Corn..
nuindleg General, Air Weather
Serice, Washington 25, D.C.

Honor Society Group* Attends
State Senior
Wins Graduate Holds Banquet Santa Barbara
Conference
School Award
Mary Louise Carli. senior teaching major, has won a $750 aaremont Graduate School scholarship,
it *as announced recently.
The scholarship will permit Mess
Carlt to take a year of training
as a future high school teecher.
It is the second scholarship ihe
has won. Graduating from Lincoln
high school in 1949, Miss Carli
won a Walter Bachrodt Memorial
scholarship award.
While attending SJS she attended the leadership course at Camp
Miniwanca Mich., representing the
college student body of 1950. She
Is presently a member of the Senior class council, and will be graduated in June.
A native of San Jose, she is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Edward Carli, 976 Chestnut street.

Librarian Society
The 40 members of the Bibliophiles local librarianship society,
will be inaugurated into Alpha
Beta. Phi, national librarianship
fraternity, according to Miss Dora
Smith, head of the department.
Installation will take place at.
the Mary -Arm Gardena in San Jose
on June 6, Miss Margaret Gerdnee chief of the San Francisco
Bureau of Texts and Libraries,
will officiate. Tea will be served
after the ceremony.

All such petitions should be filed
se Room 120 by Monday.
Any student may file a petition
If his schedule Imposes an undue
hardship, Dr. Heath said. Himever, requested changes will not
be approved for trivial reasons.

Clothing Display

Blouses made by Darlene, Pahl,
Marna Saufnauer and liaruko Mu.
ranaka are on display in thc Home
Economics buildings, according to
Miss Martha Thomas, instructor.
The blouses were made in one of
the instructor’s classes.

The following positions are open to college graduates. Applications will be
accepted from students expecting to graduate in June.

STUDENT ADMINISTRATIVE ANALYST

TRAINEE DEPUTY PROBATION OFFICER

Salary: $175 per leer*.

Salary: $175

PROGRAM: Students *re employed on a full time basis for
a one-year on-the-lob training program in the office of the
Chief Administrative Officer of Los Angel’s County. The
training consists of supervised research in administrative problems and lectures and field trips. Upon completion of training, students ell he oenahlered fee permanent positions in
the Administrative Analyst and Administrative Assistant
groups.

PROGRAM: This is a 6-month on-the-job training program
to introduce trainees to the probation work field and to provide an opportunity for trainees to secure supervised field
experience in probation work. Upon compjletion of training,
trainees are prepared for a promotional examination for
permanent full-time Deputy Probation Officer positions paying $355 per month.

REQUIREMENTS: College graduation. Specialization in public administration, political science, conomic s, business
administration or related fides is desirable.
SEX: Mole or Female.

per month.

REQUIREMENTS: College graduation.
SEX: Male or Female.
AGE: 21 to 35 years of age.

STUDENT PERSONNEL -AID
A 14-month training program for Students in psycholorgy, public administration, or government majors who will be enrolled
in a graduation school next semester. It is for one-half time
work and the salary is $87.50 per month. Open’ to men or
women not over 35 years of age.

AGE: Not over 35 years of Alpe.

JUVENILE HALL COUNSELOR
ADMISSIONS WORKER

Solery: $273 $337 per mouth (40-hour week).
DUTIES: Juvenile Hall Counselors supervise a group of boys
or girls detained at Los Angeles County Juvenile Hall.

The new ’University of Mexico,
uhich was dedicated last year,
Is still empty and unused; them’
isn’t enough money to transport
materials from the old school to
the new.
Other Mexican universities are
reported to. be having the same
difficulties, with the lack of money
undermining a number of research
projects. Professore at the University of Yucatan haven’t been paid
for months. 4 ACP).

REQUIREMENTS- Graduation from en accredited college.

The final Skeptic’s Hour will
be held tomorrow in Room R of
the Women’s gym at 12:30 p.m.
All those with Inquiring minds
iire invited to attend the meeting.

Exam Changes
Contemplated

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CIVIL SERVICE
’FOR GRADUATING SENIORS

.11tiney Shortage
II its Ilitiversities

Skeptics Meeting

Phi Eta Sigma, losser division
honor tociety, will initiate seven
Two faculty members and four
new members at a barbecue banquet to be held at Alum Rock students attended the biennial
lodge tonight, according to Wil- conference of Delta Phi Upsilon,
liam Dusel, faculty adviser. Cars national honorary fraternity for
to the park will leave the Student kindergarten-primary teachers.
1 held Saturday and Sunday at Mt
Union at 6 p.m.
ra Mar hotel in Santa Barbara.
Those who will be formally iniMi,ss Bethel Fry and Mies Frantiated are Jimmy Fry, Ben Stone, ces Gulland. assistant protessorn
Glenn James, Stan Nixon, Robert of education, and Darlene Palmer,
Flanagan, Reginald Swanson and Ida Terkilcisen, Mildred Ginn and
Martin Brinkmann.
Nina Teeslink represented San
Jose State at the affair. Students
Following ther initiation, mem- from all
California colleges and
bership certificates will be preuniversities having Delta Phi
sented to members who joined the
chapters were present, Miss Gut.
organisation last quarter.
land said.
The symposium on "Teaching by
Choice" was attended by high
school students, college teacher
candidates, first year teachers and
resident teachers at Santa Barbara State college, the host school,
The Examination committee will added Miss Gulland.
Miss Gulland announced that
meet Tuesday to consider student
petitions for changes in the final San Jose State college will be the
examination, schedule, Dr. Harri- host school for the 1955 conferson Heath, testing officer and ence.
committee chairman, Announced
yesterday.

Salary: $2511- S319 per month (40-hour week).
DUTIES: Admissions Workers interview applicants to determine eligibility for rnsiciicel care et the Los Angeles County
General Hospital.
REQUIREMENTS: College graduation.

SEX: Male or Ferrate.

SEX: Mel. or Female.

AGE: At hest 21 years of age.

AGE: At WO 21 years of age.

APPLY NOW

APPLY NOW

LOS ANGELES COUNTY CM SIERYCE COMMISSION
501 North M.

Street, Los Angeles 12, California

